T H E N AT I O N A L S 2 0 2 1
The National Championship Finals
returned in 2021 diminished in competitive
numbers following its Covid-19 hiatus.
However, as understandable as that
was, thanks to the hard work of Kapitol
Promotions Ltd, the events held at
Cheltenham and the Royal Albert Hall
were not diminished in stature, despite the
obvious challenges faced in hosting them.
Their well-organised logistical approach
was appreciated by performers and listeners
alike as bands took their first, long awaited
steps back to the contesting environment.
The resultant mix of joy and enthusiasm
was tempered by a realistic appreciation of
the further challenges ahead, but for the
bands that produced a series of outstanding
performances over the two weekends, it
marked the start of new musical chapters.
That was certainly shown at the Royal
Albert Hall, where an “irresistibly driving
performance that soared effortlessly over
the challenges within the score”, according
to the judges, saw Foden’s claim the 2021
Champion Band of Great Britain title. Led
by Russell Gray, the Sandbach band had
been proactive during the Covid-19 break.
Cultured and composed they provided an
indelible reminder on Bruce Broughton’s
filmatic score, Heroes of what brass band

lovers had missed the most – the thrilling,
emotional sound of a live performance
from a conductor and ensemble on the very
top of their form.
Before the announcement of the results
Black Dyke provided a short concert that
kept everyone entertained. They opened
with Fredrick Schjelderup’s A Fantasy of
Joy, written in 2020 to commemorate the
250th anniversary of the birth of Ludwig
van Beethoven; the Norwegian’s inspiration
based on Beethoven’s Ode to Joy from his
Ninth Symphony was sparkling with excitement
and energy.
Just a few weeks before the National Finals
returned to the majestic Royal Albert
Hall, The Centuar Conference Centre
at Cheltenham Racecourse offered the
spacious, if slightly less regal surroundings,
for the Sections 1-4 Finals. However,
thanks to the informed approach of an
extensive team of Kapitol Promotions
volunteers the first major band competition
since Covid-19 restrictions allowed was an
overwhelming success.
And whilst competing numbers were
denuded by understandable withdrawals,
the competitive standard was not, with

a series of excellent performances on
challenging set-works over the two days.
They were led by Kingdom Brass,
who claimed the First Section title
in commanding fashion under Ian
Porthouse. Edward Gregson’s seminal work
Connotations would have been a severe test
for the 14 bands at the best of times, but
after a break that had so obviously checked

development of top section potential, it
understandably bared its teeth and bit
deep.
Not so with the Scottish champion who
produced a performance that according to
judges Alan Morrison and Sheona Wade
was “quite a clear winner”. Their written
remarks praised the “quality moments and
excellent soloists” in an account “that lit
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up the room” and was “so well directed”
by the MD.
In the Fourth Section, musical as well as
geographical familiarity saw Nailsworth
Silver under Anri Adachi claim the
honours in impressive fashion. The West
of England champion based in the small
Gloucestershire village less than 20 miles
from Cheltenham secured victory thanks
to her wonderful interpretation of Dan
Price’s An Elgar Portrait set-work.

Fellow judges John Maines and Martin
Heartfield agreed; “So much to admire”
said Martin, with John adding, “thanks for
the musical touches”. It was a performance
to cherish – as was the long-awaited return
of the National Finals themselves.
One of the positive responses that arose
from the absence of ‘live’ performance
opportunities during Covid-19 was
the revitalisation of the traditional solo
competition. A number of initiatives from

It was a performance imbued with cultured
tonality, balance, solo and ensemble
security. Such was the sense of Elgarian
style that all that was missing was the
composer’s huge walrus sized moustache.
Each of the three movements breathed
vitality with adjudicator Jonathan Pippen
summing up his remarks by stating: “I very
much enjoyed this. Well done MD & Band.
Very Posh playing!”

leading bands enabled youngsters to shine –
using technology to showcase their talents to
the world. Supported by leading instrument
manufacturers such as the Geneva Group,
a new generation of stars emerged – none
more so than Luke Barker, Elizabeth Rogers
and Nyan Shah, all of whom are being
supported by the Geneva Foundation as
Young Ambassadors.
In recognition of their success they joined
Black Dyke’s Richard Marshall, Jonathan and
Tim Hammond for a whizz through Leroy
Anderson’s fun packed Bugler’s Holiday.
From first note until last, sixteen bands
brought a collective sense of competitive
determination in a hugely enjoyable Third
Section that was as compelling in its vitality
and endeavour as it was as heartening
in its enthusiasm and raw emotion. The
outstanding winner was Tewit Silver
conducted by Martin Hall, but what was
equally impressive was the overall quality
displayed in Philip Sparke’s Kaleidoscope: Five
Variations on the Brugg Song set-work.

Indeed it was: The very epitome of an
Elgar portrait that revealed that behind
the patrician demeanour of a well starched
collar and waxed facial topiary lay a hidden
passion for a bit of fun and occasional vice
or two.
N A I L S W O R T H
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The North of England champion was
inspired, claiming a second successive
National title (they won the Fourth Section
in pre-Covid 2019) – fuelling a remarkable
journey of success that has even further

ambitions to meet. Adjudicator Glyn
Williams wrote that it was “an almost flawless
performance”, whilst Alan Bourne and
Mark Wilkinson also heaped praise. “Great
contributions for all”, added Alan, with
Mark writing that it was “a very musical
performance. Very classy soloists, well
directed by MD!”
There was so much to admire about the
playing; rich tonality and balance, musical
nuance and precision excitement that came
through flowing musicality, with their
principal cornet Owen James claiming the
‘Best Instrumentalist’ award. As National
title winning performances go, few who
heard it would have disagreed.
A band with a long and proud history
provided the adjudicators with the type
of colourful and confident performance
of Thierry Deleruyelle’s evocative Lions
of Legends which they were looking for to
claim the Second Section title. After their
fine victory, Hebden Bridge’s conductor
Chris Binns could add his name to its
distinguished ‘Honours Board’ and join the
likes of William Rimmer and Fred Mortimer
as a conductor to have secured a major
championship success for a band that first
took to the contest stage in 1876.

months or more, so Black Dyke’s final item,
Above and Beyond was a poignant reminder
of those no longer with us. Commissioned
by the respected conductor Duncan Beckley
it paid tribute to Peter Kitson, who died in
February 2020. In a distinguished musical
career, he enjoyed considerable success
as a player, conductor, band trainer and
adjudicator - notably with Yorkshire
Imperial Metals, but also with bands at all
levels.
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It came after a cracking battle between the
competitors, with Hebden Bridge capturing
the essence of the descriptive writing
packed with trademark statuesque chords,
metallic percussion and even an electronic
lion’s roar in a performance described as
“full of colour and life” that “contained so
many excellent musical touches”. It was also
an emotional victory too, with the MD’s
father unable to perform under his son’s
baton on the day due to illness, although
a little later Chris reported he was on his
way to a full recovery buoyed by the success.
The brass banding world has lost many
loved and respected people in the past 18

Heroes was not conceived as a bespoke
contest test-piece, but rather as a fusion
of descriptive, film writing that celebrated
the 50th anniversary (in 2019) of the
achievement of sending men to the Moon
and returning them safely back to Earth.
Broughton’s acclaimed skill set (winning
10 Emmys) produced an easy-listening
work framed in a very different context
– complete with its neat arithmetic time
signature nod to the Apollo 11 mission
number as well as one of affection to
Gustav Holst’s much earlier interplanetary
explorations.
The triptych structure was hallmarked by
his Hollywood film industry storyboarding;
the opening Ignition quickly embedding the
awe-inspiring imagery of the Saturn V
rocket blasting from the Cape Canaveral
launch pad, the music full of propulsion

and energy, dynamism and controlled
ferocity. The central Tranquillity was of flowing
reflective beauty, intertwined with solo lines
and cadenza links for horn, flugel, baritone
and finally euphonium, whose voice
heralded the start of the Return home packed
with excitement and noble triumphalism.
Foden’s winning performance was imbued
with suitably heroic musical status, as
Russell Gray blended an intoxicating
account that resonated with the judges and
audience alike with its engrossing mix of
insight and security.
G A R Y

The judges, Dr Robert Childs, Rob Wiffin
and Dr Stephen Cobb were “unanimous”
in their decision making – with the trio
praising the creation “of such a beautiful
atmosphere”, the “mature phrasing”, and
above all else, the ‘irresistible’ nature of the
performance. Led by their inspired Scottish
Mission Controller it also featured the
superb ‘Best Instrumentalist’ award winner,
euphonium player Gary Curtin.
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THE NATIONALS 2021

1. A FANTASY OF JOY
FREDRICK SCHJELDERUP

Black Dyke Band conducted by Prof. Nicholas J. Childs (world premiere)

2. CONNOTATIONS*
EDWARD GREGSON

Kingdom Brass conducted by Ian Porthouse – Winners First Section

3. AN ELGAR PORTRAIT*
DAN PRICE

Nailsworth Silver conducted by Anri Adachi – Winners Fourth Section

4. BUGLER’S HOLIDAY
LEROY ANDERSON

Black Dyke Band conducted by Prof. Nicholas J. Childs featuring
Richard Marshall, John Hammond, Tim Hammond (cornets) and
Young Ambassadors Spotlight Soloists: Luke Barker, Liz Rogers, Nayan Shah

5. KALEIDOSCOPE*
PHILIP SPARKE

Tewit Silver conducted by Martin Hall – Winners Third Section

6. LIONS OF LEGENDS*
THIERRY DELERUYELLE

Hebden Bridge conducted by Chris Binns – Winners Second Section

7. ABOVE AND BEYOND
PAUL LOVATT-COOPER

Black Dyke Band conducted by Prof. Nicholas J. Childs (world premiere)

8. HEROES

BRUCE BROUGHTON

Foden’s Band conducted by Russell Gray – Winners Championship Section
Recorded at The Centaur Conference Centre, Cheltenham*
and The Royal Albert Hall, London

